Quotes by Jeremy:
“When we have the choice to do
what’s right OR go along with the
crowd, a champion knows that
choosing the high line in life
allows them to keep their respect
for self and move closer to
their goals in life.”
“As kids many of us were afraid of
the monsters under the bed.
Unfortunately now that we are
older, we still face monsters that
try to make us afraid. They try to
rob us of our value and self-worth.
They tell us we are not smart
enough, pretty enough, rich
enough or popular enough.
Whenever we come across these
monsters in life, let us fight them
off with hope and courage and a
firm conviction that we are worth
more than all the gold-medals
in existence.”

Kids Need Good Influences
Today’s students, from elementary school to high school, are
bombared with negative messages on a daily basis.
As a principal or school admnistrator you know this. You see the
struggles that your students face. You witness the overwhelming voices
that shout what they should do, be, think and like to fit in. And not all of
those influences are leading them on good paths that will lead to a
healthy future; in fact, far too many are damaging and dangerous.
To prepare them for the “real world” the educational experience must be
more than just “reading, writing and arithmatic”; it must include positive
role models for the students to follow, constructive examples that they
can inspire the highest in themselves as they chase their own dreams
and seek out their own private “gold medals”.
As a bobsled athlete, head coach, author, speaker and graphic
designer Jeremy knows what it takes to pursue committed goals and overcome challenges to reach
one's dreams. The greatest inspiration in his story is that this was all accomplished while dealing with a
life-long battle of anxiety and depression that resulted in a brush with suicide. Jeremy is real and
genuine--combining an uplifting mix of humor, positive messaging, and inspiring stories delivered in an
interactive teaching method ideal for an assembly, faculty seminar, leadership forums, commencement
addresses and pep rallies. Through it all, Jeremy will teach students and faculty “The Champion’s Way”
to help them create a gold medal life.
Jeremy is often asked to speak on these and many other topics:
• Making right choices and keeping ourselves free from drugs, alcohol, etc.
• Living as a champion and setting high goals for life
• Suicide prevention and mental health (some states require an assembly on this each year)
• Leadership in our lives, schools and communities
• Chasing the gold and finding what really matters in life
• Anti-bullying and what it means to be a real teammate in life
To learn more, please visit www.JeremyCHolm.com or contact Jeremy at CoachHolm@Live.com.

“We all face tough days, days
where we wish we had stayed in
bed. But living as a champion in
life means pushing through those
bad times. It means rising every
time you fall and learning from
your mistakes. Ultimately, we can
fly as high as we want to in this
life. When you have a rough day,
please remember that there
is always hope. ”

